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the
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editor

proGramme
Kenmore Library, Meeting Room 3
Kenmore Village Shopping Centre
9 Brookfield Road, Kenmore

It seems that the case for Zechariah
Sitchin's mystery Sumerian planet,
Nibiru, just keeps getting stronger.
This issue's news section contains two
articles of interest - one, about the
discovery of 'free-floating' planets (ie,
planets without their own solar
system), and a second, discussing the
latest theory on the why the Earth tilts.
What's interesting about both of these
theories is that they point towards the
very real possibility of a mystery planet
or sun poised to enter our Solar
System.
Not that the notion of a Planet X is new
in scientific circles -- in fact, it's been
discovered and rediscovered
numerous times. What's significant
about these ‘new’ theories is that
science is catching up with ancient
knowledge, and that the media is
playing along by softening us up and
planting the seeds of this probable
reality in the public's minds. Hopefully
this will make it easier on society if and
when a giant planet or a second sun
suddenly appears in the sky… we
might be less likely to run screaming
for the hills. Or not!
Is it really possible that our Solar
System contains an extra planet? The
mathematics seem to say so. And for
those of you, like me, who in recent
years have been thinking the Moon
hasn’t been behaving as it should be,
it turns out we weren’t imagining it.
Somebody finally paid attention to
what the plebs were saying, and a
Cornell University study has agreed,
in writing, that the Moon is
misbehaving. And the only possible
reason for this misbehaviour has been
pinpointed as a ‘large body’ orbiting
just outside our solar system.
A large, so-far invisible, body.
So look to the skies, people - there may
be more than UFOs to look for!
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novemBeR-DecemBeR 2012
Location unknown, 4 November 2012, 9.00pm
About 9.00pm Sunday night, I was
sitting at my computer with my dog
MJ sitting next to me on a pillow,
where she sits all the time. All of a
sudden MJ was trying to move but
kept falling over -- her back legs were
falling out from under her, and I
thought OMG, she's got a tick, she's
nearly paralysed. I rang G straight
away and told him there's something
wrong with MJ, she can't walk/stand,
and he said to check her for a tick. I
got off the phone and started to film
her to show G what she was doing,
and as I started to film she started
to move again, thank God, but she
was in a panic, she was panting and
freaking out.
I took her out the front to see if she
wanted to go to the toilet or
something, I didn't know what to do.
Then I looked up and saw four lights
just up the road in the sky, circling,
so I rang and told G and told him 'it's
just like what you see in those UFO
movies.' I tried taking a video of it
but it didn't turn out, my camera is
not good at night.
I went back inside with MJ as she
had settled down, but the lights
were still there. I was chatting to
Gerard on and off over the next 30
minutes, and he kept on asking
about the lights. I was trying to get
all the pictures off my camera
because it was full, so I could try and
take video and pictures, but it was
taking ages.
I went back out to check the lights
again, and all of a sudden the lights
all went into one, upwards, and then
disappeared with a sound like a sonic
boom.
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G believes me because I was on the
phone to him most of the time
describing everything, but I was
upset I didn't get it on camera. MJ
disappeared for about 45 minutes
after that, and when she came back
she had bits of grass stuck to her. It's
not like her to take off, especially at
night like that.

Browns Plains, 20 November 2012, 7.25pm
While walking with my family on our
street, the sky was quite clear but
due to street lights and house lights
it was the usual suburban visibility.
We witnessed three passenger jets
with flashing lights and sound, and the
usual delay of sound due to distance,

and I was explaining to my children
that if we watched where the sound
was coming from and where the
position of the jet was, then used
the current position of the jet and
watched the jet travel the same
distance and count the time it took,
we could calculate the speed of the
jet with a degree of rough accuracy.
Anyhow, noticing how slow and small
the jets were due to distance, there
was suddenly a gap in the jets and
no sound was heard. I then saw a
bright object that was far brighter
than any star and larger than Venus
or Mercury, travelling from west to
east. It was smaller than the jets

Strange smoke ring
observed over Oxenford,
Gold Coast, November 2012
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(which were all heading roughly
south), but its speed far exceeded
the jets, eg. not blistering, but to
move from the west to he east it took
about 10 to 15 seconds . There was
no sound, no blinking lights, just a
perfectly consistent light whiteyellow light. We watched it go into
the distance toward Browns Plains/
Marsden/Kingston way.
If I was not looking I would not have
noticed the object. It was not a
satellite or jet in my opinion - it was
too fast, too low and had no sound.
Simply awesome for whole family

Oxenford, 17 November 2012, afternoon
On Saturday the 17th November I saw
something very strange [image below
left]. So strange I took a photo if it. I
was on Michigan Drive, Oxenford,
when a large dark ring appeared above
me. Much lower than an ordinary
cloud, it looked like smoke travelling
inside a tube with a moving cloud
inside of it. There was no one else
around, which is why I took the
picture. The ring passed right over
the top of me, so I got into my car to
follow it but it was gone. No one I
know can deliver an explanation. It
freaked me out and excited me at the
same time.

Burleigh, 26 November 2012, 9.20pm
Tonight at about 9.20pm I was at the
West Burleigh gym, and when I left I
saw what looked like a fireball comet
thingy in the direction of
Coolangatta. I thought the object
was on a post or something, so I
pulled the car over and watched it.
It was bright orange and looked like a
round fireball -- the object was not
solid looking, and I thought it was a
comet it was moving towards Surfers

Paradise really fast, then it stopped
and headed out to sea. This thing is
driving me insane thinking about it

Gold Coast, 30 November 2012, 7.00pm
I was working on my car around
7.00pm last night and looked out
towards the ocean and saw several
red lights hovering in the sky, slowly
moving before disappearing. My wife
and children also saw this and so did
our neighbour. I have not seen
anything in the news so was
wondering if this was just flares or
something like that. They seemed to
move in random patterns up and
down, which has my flare theory a
bit confused. And I am curious why
no one else seems to have seen
them?

Marsden, 8 December 2012, evening
My family and I were out tonight and
on our way home my 12 year old son
asked if an object in the sky above
the Marsden area (Logan City) was a
helicopter. We thought it was, so we
started to watch it, wondering what
kinds of action may be happening. It
had two big red lights and a bright
beam of light shining down to the
area below. We were not close - the
object looked like it was a suburb
away. We were on the Motorway at
the time and continued to watch it,
and it continued to stay in the one
place with its beam of light. After
exiting the motorway (a few minutes
drive from when we first saw it), we
saw it turn off its beam of light and
start moving toward the same
direction we were travelling.
We still thought it was a helicopter
at this stage, but as it came closer
to us, and us to it, we thought more
and more that it was not like any kind
of helicopter we would normally see.

We see quite a few as we live close to
the hospital. We then turned down
the service road towards our street
where we were almost following it.
Its lights then changed from red to
blue and red. My husband and I had,
as safe as it may not seem, our eyes
glued to the windscreen of our car,
looking at it. It definitely did not look
like a helicopter as it flew over the
top of us. It was narrow and long and
reminded me of a long flashing glow
stick. It turned off its blue and red
lights and went to a white light and
flew higher into the sky, and within
90 seconds it looked like a distant star.
I have never seen what I believe is a
UFO. I really didn't believe in them.
But tonight with my family, my three
kids and my husband, who all saw the
same thing, I don't know what else to
think.

Pacific Pines, 31 December 2010, reported
November 2012
Following a news story and photos in
the Gold Coast Bulletin on Nov 25 2012
on UFO sightings, attached is a photo
that I took on 31 Dec 2010 at about
8.30 over Pacific Pines, Gold Coast,
Queensland. (Ed’s note: photo is not
printed as the image was too faint for
reproduction. The object looks like a
round red light.)
We actually sighted several objects
the same as this one, but at different
intervals, and this was the last one
we saw. The others were lower but
unfortunately I didn't have my camera
ready to capture them.
I thought it was interesting that one
of the photos featured in the Bulletin
was the same object as the ones we
sighted.
Even though it was New Years Eve we
had not been drinking as we were
babysitting our little granddaughter.

SHIRLEY BATTIE

Author, clairvoyant and spiritual healer Shirley Battie returns to Brisbane
in 2013 and will be speaking at the February 2013 UFO Research
Queensland public meeting.

When: Friday February 22, 2013, 7.30pm
Where: Kenmore Library, Meeting Room 3
Kenmore Village Shopping Centre, 9 Brookfield Road, Kenmore
Check the UFORQ website for updates:

www.uforq.asn.au
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THE BLACK ANDWHITE
WHITE OF UFOS
SIGHTING AT HINCHINBROOKAND
HAYCOOK ISLAND, MAY 13, 1995
On 13 May, 1995 my brother D and I
were fishing between Hinchinbrook
and Haycock Island, North
Queensland. When we decided to
leave for home late on that
Saturday, the boat engine battery
was flat. It was a new large boat
battery which lasted another three
years. The only other time it gave
trouble was at a later time, but in
the same location. So we decided
to each use a paddle on the 4.2
metre boat.

We arrived back at Fishers
Creek at about 3.00am. We
still had a distance to go to
the boat ramp, but we could
go no further because of the
tidal rips. When we were nearly
there, D saw six UFOs, about thirty
feet in diameter, disappear behind
the hill at the mouth of the Deluge
Creek. Due to the angle of the boat I
did not see the objects, however,
later on I saw lights over the
mangroves through a fog. When we
could go no further we anchored,

then the channel glassed over and
the Moon lit up the whole area. It
was a sight to behold.
The fog near the mouth of Deluge
Creek then formed into a
rectangular end, about 5 metres
wide by 2.5 metres high. Then it
came straight towards us, a

Image 1: The object as it appeared. near
the mouth of the Deluge Creek.

Image 2: The position of the boat to the
objects.
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distance of 1.5 kilometres, and it was
“white” with a black strip at the top
[see image 1 below].
Suddenly a similar size “black”
object appeared, coming from
Sandstone Creek straight towards
us, a distance of three kilometres.
The “Black” set up on the south east
side, while the “White” moved to the
north east side. The five metres
between them then turned grey, so
that we had a wall 15 metres wide
by 2.5 metres high and the mouth
of the Deluge Creek was totally
obscured [see image 2 below left].
Things were ever changing, and
suddenly a white strip 150mm wide
ran across the end of the “black”,
then three kilometres down the side.
Just as suddenly the strip

disappeared, and” black” was all
black again. The black stripe on the
top of “white” then changed shape
[see image 3 below].
The stripe disappeared only to be
replaced by a black fish, then a black
lizard-like animal with no feet, then
a second and a third lizard.
My brother, who wasn’t well,
became very tired so I made him a
bed and he lay down. We had a bed
down each side, so after a while I
lay down too. After about ten
minutes I sat up and the big black
façade had disappeared. All that
was left was a 1.8 metre wide
segment going the full distance to
Sandstone
Creek.
It
was
disappearing into itself, much as I
would imagine a black hole would

do, until it disappeared into
Sandstone Creek [see image 4
bottom].
Then “white” and “black” then
started to break up into a fog until
we were completely covered. This
was about 5.00am. I slept for half an
hour, and when I awoke there were
strips of fog down the channel and
on Hinchinbrook, with the sun
coming up behind the island. It was
one of the most beautiful sights I
had ever seen.
During the whole ordeal we
couldn’t move and we were at their
mercy. It was with great relief that
we had survived. I tried to connect
mentally with whatever the force
might have been, but received
nothing.

Image 3: Diagram indicating the position
of the black stripe.

Image 4: A drawing of the object as it
disappeared

ufO encounter
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SHIRLEY
BATTIE

Author, clairvoyant and spiritual healer Shirley Battie returns to
Brisbane in 2013.
Beginning her active work in the realms of spiritual healing,
clairvoyance and psychic phenomena in 1990, Shirley made contact
with spirit guides she refers to as ‘Extra Celestials’, who have given
her much information about the changes coming to planet Earth.
During February 2013 Shirley will be holding workshops in the Brisbane
area (see schedule below).

BRISBANE SCHEDULE, FEBRUARY 2013
FEES AND CHARGES
One to one readings - $100 1 hour, daytime
Soul Readings - $85pp 7.30pm, 3 – 6 people per group
Daytime workshops - $100
** A Non-refundable deposit is required for all bookings.

WORKSHOPS*
Saturday 16 February ‘Any Questions’ Talk $10 pp

7.00pm - @ Springfield

Sunday 17 February Mind Alive Meditation Techniques Workshop $100 - @
Springfield10:00 – 16:00
Monday 18 February Reaching for the Stars Workshop $100 -@ Springfield10:00
– 16:00
Tuesday 19 February One to One Readings $100 – Daytime -@ SpringfieldSoul
Readings $85pp Evening (Group of 3-6 People max)
Wednesday 20 February One to One Readings $100 --@ Springfield19:30
(7.30pm) – Shirley to give talk at: After Life Discussion Group - Kenmore
Thursday 21 February Raising Your Vibration Workshop $100 (Max 15 People)
Springfield10:00 – 16:00 Only for those who can already meditate.
Friday 22 February 19:30 (7.30pm) – Shirley to give talk at: UFORQ, Kenmore
Library
Saturday 23 February Mediumship/Psychic Development Workshop $100 - -@
Springfield10:00 – 16:00
Sunday 24 February Channelling Workshop $100 (Max 15 people) - -@
Springfield10:00 – 16:00
(*Note: schedule may be subject to change. Call 0435 509 932 to confirm details.)

Contact Sheryl on 0435 509 932 for booking and venue information
For more information on Shirley, visit http://www.little-owl.org/
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UFO
M
EETING
REPORTS
Sheryl Gottschall
GLEN INNES UFO MEETING BRISBANE UFO MEETING
On November 23 2012, Martin and I
attended the inaugural Glen Innes UFO
meeting held at the local Glenn Innes
library. The meeting was organised by a
friend of mine, Leonie Starr, who lived in
the UK for 27 years and was a founding
member of the CCCS (Centre for Crop Circle
Studies). She was quite involved with field
work while in the UK, and the various
events the CCCS held over the years.
Recently she decided to start a UFO
discussion group, so she hooked up
with UFO researcher Barry Taylor, who also
lives in Glen Innes, and organised their
first UFO meeting. It was a great turnout
with 36 people attending and, considering
the population of the area is only about
7,000, the organizer was pleased.
First to speak was myself, and I
presented some of the photographs that
have been sent to UFORQ over the years.
I also discussed seven cases we’d
investigated personally, and briefly
touched on the well-known cases of Kelly
Cahill, Fred Valentich and Father Gill. I
also raised the question of how old the
UFO phenomenon might be, and showed
some of the lesser known artwork
from history. Next I covered the physical
and paranormal aftereffects of close
encounter experiences and finished with
the cover-up and the Disclosure project.
After the break, Barry Taylor presented
photos and footage of UFOs that
he’d taken while living in Grafton NSW.
He spoke about how he had developed
his vision and was able to see objects
better as a result. I think between the
two of us we gave a well rounded
coverage of the phenomenon and the
feedback was very positive. There was a
good Q&A segment at the end, and a
lengthy discussion over supper.
Two days later Martin, Leonie, Barry and
I met again and discussed orbs, filming
techniques, UFOs and a whole lot of other
things that are too many to mention.

[left to right] Barry Taylor, Sheryl
Gottschall, Martin Gottschall, Leonie Starr
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Following the Glen Innes trip,
we returned to Brisbane and had a house
guest for a couple of days. This was Alec
Brimacombe, who had flown from Cairns
to meet us and attend our public
meeting. Alec is our Cairns area UFO
contact and it was a delight to finally
meet him face to face, but I soon put
him to work making sandwiches for
our supper at the Brisbane meeting. lol!
The November meeting was the last
meeting for the year and it was very
well attended with 43 people plus 14
committee members (yes we’re
brimming with committee members at
the moment -- yay!) so we had a full
house. I knew we would because of the
topic being the personal account of an
alien abductee. I’d known our guest
speaker for about 20 years (he used the
pseudonym John). John wasn’t shy, as
he’d already spoken about his
experiences publically in 1992 when we
held a weekend seminar at QUT. Our
key speaker at that event was crop
circle researcher, Colin Andrews, and
John’s presentation was part of the
weekend program.
At the November UFORQ meeting he told
his story for the second time, but
with the added experience of 11 years
working as a military intelligence
officer. At times he was quite moved
emotionally, especially when he spoke of
the appearance of green lights in his
daughter’s bedroom and having to watch
as his daughter was ”taken” by three
beings and not being able to do anything
about it.
John’s story was full of missing time
experiences, plus many sightings, some
of which were corroborated by reports
published in the local paper soon after.
His main encounter was a shared
experience with his brother. During this
experience John and a friend were sitting
outside when they saw a glow coming
from around the corner. So they went to
investigate and came across a big bright
orange light that spooked John’s friend
who then ran off. So John returned home
to get his brother, who strangely was
already anxious, but who agreed to
return with John. They got to within
about 10 metres of the glow and soon
found themselves surrounded by a
golden fog. The fog was so thick that
even though he was standing next to his
brother, John couldn’t see him. Then
a bright white light appeared and in an

elevated position within that light was
a three foot tall man. Next they were in
a craft, but John can’t remember how
they got there. By this time John was
very dazed and his next recollection was
of being on a metal bed with a bright
light overhead. To his left was a seven
foot tall white being who spoke slowly
to John telepathically. This
communication felt to John like he was
hit in the centre of his head, then it went
through his brain.
All this time his eyes were transfixed
on the bright white light above which
had become very alluring. He found he
could turn onto his right side,
where he saw a being moving towards
him carrying a one foot long object
which the being put in Johns ear while
telling John it wouldn’t hurt.
His next recollection is of waking up
naked with the beings fixated on his
genitals, and during this time semen was
extracted from him. John next
recalled being on a larger craft looking
out of large portholes. On this craft he
became aware of many types of
beings, some 12 to 13 feet tall. John
was told that he was ‘chosen above
others’ and ‘this’ has been going
on since his grandfather, and been
happening to his mother, brother and
now his children. His next recollection
is standing outside his house and looking
up to see a ship shooting up high in the
sky.
After this experience John’s mother
went into his bedroom to find him pale
white, lying in a fetal position and not
being able to wake him up. Eventually
he did get up to go to the bathroom and
found gel coming out of his ear. His
mother thought someone was playing a
trick on him, but she was also worried
so she took him to visit his doctor. An
analysis found that his head was leaking
brain fluid which left the medical staff
stumped as to how this could happen. It
was thought that John may have been
mugged so the police were called and
John found himself having a laugh to
himself when they asked, “have you
seen any strange people tonight?” After
this experience John became withdrawn
and found life quite difficult, but was
surprisingly supported by his GP who
was open to the abduction phenomenon.
This was an amazing story and
comments I received were that it was
presented in a very grounded way. I have
to agree.
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PROFESSOR
YEFREMOV’S

KGB FILES

Paul Stonehill
SCIENTIST, WRITER, PHILOSOPHER
Ivan Antipovich Yefremov was born in
1908 (the true year of his birth), the son
of a peasant’s daughter and a Russian
government official.
Doctor of biological sciences, a brilliant
sci-fi writer and a bold visionary, Ivan
Yefremov had written more than 100
scientific works and had an
encyclopedic,
comprehensive
knowledge of biology, physics,
astronomy, sociology, philosophy and
medicine. He coined the term
taphonomy (the science that studies the
process of decay and fossilization), and
founded the study of taphonomy in 1940
(and by doing so turned paleontology
into exact science).
Yefremov was able to predict the
discovery of diamond deposits in
Yakutia; because of his ideas, a Soviet
scientist some years later was able to
discover practical holography. The KGB
later whined that Yefremov knew where
the diamond deposits were located but
would not tell the authorities and
instead revealed the state secret
through his story.
Yefremov was equally at home among
the stars, in the open ocean, in the
cataclysms of the distant geological
epochs, or in the nonexistent world of
anti-matter. This is according to
Professor Olson, a former member of the
National Academy of Sciences, and
recipient of numerous medals and
awards who knew the Russian scientist
and corresponded with him. Olson
described his colleague as a person who
seemingly did not feel the boundaries
of time and space.
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IMMEASURABLE EXTENT OF
KNOWLEDGE
Yefremov wrote about alien artifacts
found during paleontological
expeditions (his novel Star Ships was
not published until 1948, because of
the ideas presented there that there
are many inhabited planets in the
Universe, that the evolution of sapient
beings is quite similar, and that all
sentient beings are humanoid in
appearance). He was convinced that all
claims to the effect that we will not be
able to understand civilizations that
have arisen on other planets in different
conditions were groundless. The fact,
in his words, was this: the universe is
built according to the same plan, from
the same bricks or elements, with the
same properties and cause-and-effect
relationships. Consciousness, thought,
and intellectual matter throughout the
universe are structured in accordance
with these laws, and, as much as they
originate from them, represent their
product and reflection. Therefore we
would definitely understand each
other’s minds; we cannot fail to…
Yefremov was only able to publish a
story he wrote back in 1943, about
genetic memory, in 1968 (A Secret from
Hellas, it was considered too “mystical”
for the regime…). There had to be
knowledge in his possession that has
not been revealed fully. In one novel,
Yefremov wrote that Imhotep was
directly seeking information and
receiving accurate answers from the
Egyptian deity Thoth in his sanctuary
in a place known as Ra’s Souls…The
wise Imhotep, a great mind, statesman
and scientist of ancient Egypt, came
back to his Pharaoh with the accurate

answers, and much more: he was
shown wonders that no previous
Pharaohs had ever been shown.
Imhotep was given knowledge back in
approximately 2880 BCE, in the period
when many other centers of newly
gained knowledge sprung up in China,
Crete, Sumer and India, when men
received knowledge from “gods” who
arrived on our planet. Imhotep kept
objects, similar to powerful modern
computers, in a special sanctuary.
Professor Yefremov was fascinated by
Minoan civilization, ancient Crete and
its mysterious, vanished inhabitants.
He seemed to know much more than
was revealed in his novels. He knew
English, French and German; knew and
discussed Agni Yoga, an esoteric
teaching founded by the Russian
painter and philosopher Nicholas
Roerich and his wife, Elena. Yefremov
also knew well a very curious book
(unavailable in the USSR), “Le Matin des
Magiciens (The Morning of the
Magicians), which was the progenitor
for most of the “New Age” literature.
Throughout his novels and stories he
was greatly influenced by ancient
Greece.Yefremov was a lover of life; he
constantly emphasized beauty,
especially the beauty of human body,
beauty of healthy Eros. He hated
religious fanatics, all those who
destroyed beauty and human psyche
He possessed incredible knowledge of
hypnosis; his “experimental” book the
Razor’s Blade (1963) is notable for a
huge amount of the scientific facts and
dynamism (hypnotism, genetic
memory, human psyche, Alexander the
Great and his mysterious crown found
at the bottom of the ocean, ancient
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India, nonstop adventures…), and was
always the bestseller of the Soviet
black markets, and is reprinted year
after year.Yefremov was quite familiar
with Buddhist Hinayana and
Mahayana systems, Pythagorean and
Gnostic teachings; learned five stages
of Yoga, and was interested in
Nestorianism and Manicheanism.
He was not an adherent of occult
sciences.Yefremov was an atheist and
believed in his version of Communism.
He was not a mystic, but
neither was he dogmatic.
Allan Yefremov revealed
that his father was greatly
interested in Hinduism. At
the same time, he
possessed a great talent: he
could accurately diagnose
diseases,
surprising
doctors.

political science), according to his son;
the extent of the man’s knowledge was
immeasurable.

(even in paleontology) after his death,
and for a number of years they
succeeded.

A DIFFERENT COMMUNISM

A STRANGE KGB INVESTIGATION

Ivan Yefremov had his own vision of
Communism: the stupendous future he
described in Andromeda-the Space Age
Tale and Cor Serpentis (Heart of the
Snake) (1958) was drastically different
from the dreary contemporaneous
reality. This did not bode well with the
Soviet leaders, and the KGB.

One month after his death, in October
of 1972, the KGB sealed off his modest
apartment on the Spasoglinischevsky
Pereulok, full of books, diaries, scientific
treatises, maps, notebooks, and many
other items.

According to P. Chudinov,
PhD of Biological sciences,
and Professor Yefremov’s
student and assistant, the
man had possessed a
fantastic sense of being
one with Nature. It seemed
to people around him, on
occasions, that he had
visited the areas where his
expeditions arrived in,
although they knew for
certain he had never been
there before.
Yefremov believed in the
spiritual power of a man,
psychological and physical
self-improvement; he
created a vision of a
magnificent, brilliant, breathtaking
future of humankind, of space
exploration, of cooperation between
ours and the extraterrestrial
civilizations through the use of the
Great Circle, a marvelous association
that consolidates isolated planets (like
Earth) in the interconnected totality
by remarkable methods of
communication.

Soviet people loved his novels; many of
them (including cosmonauts) chose
their professions and education
because of the influence of Yefremov’s
books (translated into dozens of
languages of the world).

Long before it became an issue,
Professor Yefremov demonstrated
concerns about ecology of the planet,
and harm to the environment during
the nuclear arms race.

Yefemov never mentioned Russian
Communist leader Lenin in his futuristic
novels, although he was pressured to.
In the 1930s the Communist Party
would not accept him for membership
because of his father’s “wrong” social
class, and in the 1950s Yefremov
declined to join it, stating that his
father’s social class had not changed…

Towards the end of his life, Yefremov
was interested in everything (except

The authorities tried to silence any
mention of Yefremov’s achievements
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Eleven officers searched the apartment
for over 13 hours using X-rays and a
metal detector. The KGB
searched the apartment of
the famous paleontologist for
over 13 hours. They intended
to open the urn with
Yefremov’s ashes, but his wife
Taisia Iosifovna would not to
let them. When she tried to
find out later what was the
reason for all this, the KGB said
that they found an anti-Soviet
article someone (who left no
return address) mailed to the
writer. At the same time the
widow was repeatedly
questioned about her
husband’s wounds, and all
details of his life, from birth to
death.The prosecutor’s office
wanted to know how many
years she actually knew
Yefremov. She asked the KGB
a direct question: what are
you accusing him of? The
direct reply was that they are
not accusing him, as he is a
dead man.
Yefremov’s wife kept a copy of
the KGB search report; it
stated that they were looking for
“ideologically harmful literature”. They
confiscated
Yefremov’s
old
photographs (from different periods of
his life), his letters to his wife, letters from
readers, photos of his friends, and
receipts. No author’s manuscripts were
taken, but they did take homeopathic
medicine bottles, a book about Africa in
English (it had dry leaves inside); his
geological minerals, a cane with a “sharp
metal object inside,” and a stick made
from colored metals. They never
returned the last two objects.
The KGB had continued the
investigation of Ivan Yefremov’s life and
activities for eight years after the writer’s
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death. The “Yefremov’s Dossier”
comprised forty (40) volumes.
ENIGMATIC FILES
Three Russian investigative journalists
tried to uncover the truth. One of them,
A. Izmailov, published his findings in
NEVA magazine (Issue 5, 1990). Two
others, Nikita Petrov and Olga Edelman,
published their findings in 2002 in
http://www.ruthenia.ru/logos/
number/2002_02/02.htm. They were
able to see the files pertaining to the
case, files from the Office of the
Prosecutor of the USSR. The
Prosecutor’s Office was empowered to
oversee cases initiated by the state
security services (KGB), and every
criminal case had its twin file in the
Prosecutor’s Office, where updated
information from the case was filed.
The case had this designation in the
Russian archives: ÖÃÀÐÔ. ô. Ð-8131. Îï.
36 Ä. 5653 (according to the Russian
historian N.V. Boyko who presented his
information in 1997, at the First
International Yefremov Symposium).
The contents of the file provided no
clear answers and raised even more
questions. The cause of death was not
determined, and Yefremov might not
have been the person her appeared to
be, that is what the files stated, and
because of the above, a criminal case
was opened and an investigation
ensued in January of 1973. No mention
of the November search of the
deceased author’s apartment was
found in the file (although the
Prosecutor’s Office authorized it, as the
journalists learned later). The criminal
case was officially closed in March of
1974, and the Prosecutor’s Office was
informed. Fifteen people were
questioned about Yefremov’s identity,
and it was determined that he died
from natural causes. But the KGB
investigation went on.
Many years later, Izmailov was able to
meet with the investigator, who told
him there was no underlying
denunciation against Yefremov.
Habibulin, the original investigator, was
very reluctant to talk about the case
even in the waning days of the USSR.
In 1989 the journalist was able to get
an official response from the Moscow
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KGB office that the search of Yefremov’s
apartment was due to suspicion that the
author died a violent death. But the
search had caused such suspicions not
to be confirmed…
BRITISH AGENT HYPOTHESIS
According to the rumors that spread
through Moscow in 1972,Yefremov was
actually a British agent who“substituted”
the writer during the Mongolian
expeditions. Some rumors mentioned
that the KGB installed recording devices
in the author’s home and recorded his
death. According to the former office of
the KGB’s Second Department
(Counterintelligence), V. Korolyov, who
published his article in 1991 (Stolitsa
Magazine), their Moscow office had few
activities to occupy the time. To justify
their murky existence, Lt.-General Alidin
decided to make Yefremov into a British
agent. Why was the case against the
Yefremov initiated by the KGB? The
British espionage accusation is not in the
files pertaining to the case. Accusation
of “anti-Soviet” activities is nowhere in
the files (unlike in most other KGB cases),
unless more files are missing from the
special division. The Prosecutor’s Office
division that handled Yefremov’s files
would not even deal with major
espionage cases. But with his death, had
Yefremov been suspected of being a spy,
the case would have been closed. Yet it
was not.What remains is the mysterious
verification of identity, the accusation
that Yefremov was not who he
pretended to be. The investigative
journalists came to a conclusion that for
some unknown reasons, the KGB needed
a formal cover-up to initiate a criminal
case against the Russian writer.
Inconsistencies did not bother the KGB
operatives. When the need to continue
the case was gone, they stopped the
case.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL HYPOTHESIS
There remains one explanation of the
case against Yefremov. A.N. Strugatsky,
one of the most famous international
science fiction writers, proffered the
explanation in his conversation with
Izmailov. In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
the U.S. Armed Forces and the CIA had
created departments that had seriously
studied flying saucers, and possibilities
of ET invasion of Earth.The Soviets might
have similar ideas.

Several books, co-authored by Philip
Mantle and the author of this article,
describe Soviet military research of
UFOs, as well as the KGB interest in the
subject (dating back to 1920s). Hence,
Strugatsky, perhaps unbeknownst to
him, was right in the sense that the
Soviets had similar agencies and
programs. And the very unusual Soviet
author interested them immensely.
At the same time, Soviet sci-fi fans came
up with a persistent idea that leading
sci-fi writers were agents of
extraterrestrial civilizations. What if a
KGB officer, who took over the newly
created agency believed in the absurd
idea that sci-fi writers are ET agents?
He ordered that Yefremov was to be
under observation while alive, as they
were afraid to capture a “live” alien
whose actions could be unpredictable.
But when the author, or ‘alien’, died,
they could uncover some means of his
communications with a civilization that
was well advanced in comparison with
ours. Not knowing what the ‘means’
would look like, the KGB grabbed
whatever they could. Not finding what
they were looking for, they later
returned the objects.
This account explains the unusual KGB
conduct: the search of the apartment
after Yefremov’s death, confiscation of
certain items, their attempt to open the
urn, the KGB concern that the author
was cremated on the second day after
his death (no autopsy was performed);
the strange questions asked of his wife;
and the statement that Yefremov was
not accused of anything.
LIFE-GIVING WATER
The Africa angle was not considered
by investigative journalists.
Yefremov, according to his son Allan
(named in honor of Allan Quartermain
from H. Rider Haggard’s novels, and
himself a geologist), loved Africa and
had many books about the continent
in English, German and French.
In 1942-43 Yefremov wrote and shortly
thereafter published a story titled
Meeting over Tuscarora. In its plotline
Yefremov was trying to tell the world
something about “life-giving” water
discovered in the ocean depths near
South Africa, including the coordinates
where it could be harvested from the
ocean’s floor.
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Professor Yefremov had an obscure
comment about the story in September
of 1972. Commenting on his early
stories, he wrote that the problem of
the heavy water accumulation at the
ocean depths outside of the thermal
mixing still remains open. It is quite
possible the aging Politburo bosses
would be interested in the source of
his knowledge.
DINOSAUR BONES, GIANTS, AND
WORMS OF THE GOBI
In 1946, the Paleontological Institute of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences
dispatched expeditions to the Gobi
Desert to search for fossils. The actual
field expeditions of 1946-1949 were led
by Ivan Yefremov. Great discoveries
were made despite the fact that the
expeditions were poorly equipped and
used inadequate means of
transportation. The final expedition
took place in 1949. Yefremov and his
colleagues, having explored more than
25,000 kilometers, discovered many
new sites with a great number of
dinosaur and other reptiles bones. He
made an assumption that Central Asia
during the Cretaceous was a territory
with numerous bogs, water, and
luxuriant vegetation.Those conditions
were favorable for dinosaurs.
Therefore, one could expect to find
their remains…and plenty of fossils
(460 cases, more than 120 tons taken
to two museums in the Soviet Union
and Mongolia) were discovered, just as
he knew they would be.
However, as reported in an article from
an obscure Russian magazine Mir
Zazerkalya (Issue 11, 2002), Yefremov
did discover something else in
Mongolia. In a valley of burial grounds,
he found a grave that contained the
skeleton of a giant measuring almost
three meters.
The source named in the article is
Vladimir Scherbakov, a well-known and
controversial Russian writer, who
wrote about ancient civilizations and
similar subjects, and who passed away
in 2004.
Ivan Yefremov did mention the
discovery in his books.

Doroga Vetrov (The Road of Winds)
(a.k.a. Gobi Notes) is a non-fiction book
by Ivan Yefremov about his three years’
travel in Mongolia (1946-1949) when he
was the head of the Joint Soviet-
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Mongolian Paleontology Expedition. In
Chapter 9 of the book, Yefremov wrote
that they had to dig laterally under a
monolithic plate under other, wellsituated plates, that they discovered
under a hill (in the vicinity of the
Kharganaik-Gol River).The last plate (six
square meters in size) could not be
removed by the expedition’s
mechanical means. Right under the
plate in the layer of loose sand, they
discovered a skeleton of a hugely tall
man over sixty years of age. He was
resting on his back, facing west, his face
looking upward. Strangely, the skeleton
was missing wrists of both arms. There
was absolutely nothing near the
deceased. No fragments of dishes, no
broken weapons, no traces of any
decorations or clothing, as if the person
was buried absolutely naked. Some
supposed that it was a slave or an
enemy buried there, but in that case,
the gigantic structure was meaningless.
Such huge plates could be moved by a
good hundred men, and then, under a
whip. The bones of the deceased had
been extensively damaged by water
that leaked from a slope into the area
under the plate. Eglon, a member of the
expedition, applied carpenter’s glue to
them. The expedition took with them
the skull, one hip, and unusually massive
lumbar vertebrae. Judging by the skull,
the deceased was not a Mongol, but a
representative of European race. With
extreme care they packed the bones
that had rested under the plate for
almost three thousand years, and later
handed them over to the
archaeologists of the Professor S.V.
Kiselev expedition.

contradicted everything that was
already known and established, that it
was not allowed to publish it (the
photograph-P.S.).”

Alexandra Yuferova published an article
in Russian magazine Nauka i Religiya
(Issue 4, 1991), titled Ivan Yefremov i Agni
Yoga. She wrote that Ivan Antonovich
Yefremov headed the joint MongolianSoviet expedition in the Gobi desert in
1946-1949. Yefremov recalled the
carefree and happy days of the
expedition, brought out various related
photos from his hidden archives, and
commented on them. Yuferova
especially recollected the description of
the excavated ancient burial ground,
where under a tremendously heavy
monolithic plate was located a gigantic,
over two meters tall, skeleton of a
human being of some unknown to
science pre-Mongolian people. “The
finding”, lamented Yefemov, “so much

In memory of the great writer,
astronomers of the Crimean
Astrophysical Observatory named after
Yefremov one of the asteroids of the
Solar system. This asteroid, called
Efremiana, circles the Sun around every
five years. A mineral, efremovite was
named in his honor, as well as some
prehistoric animals.Yefremov’s remains
lie in the Komarovo cemetery near SaintPetersburg.

Were those hidden archives ever found
by KGB operatives? What happened to
the bones? And who was this
mysterious giant, so diligently buried
away under the huge structure?
During his travels in Mongolia, Ivan
Yefremov heard rumors and legends
about the Mongolian Worm, and
published a story in 1944 about a deadly
encounter with the creature. Allghoi
khorkhoi is said to possess an effective
ability to kill people and animals
instantly at a range of several feet.
Yefremov described a creature that
belonged to a completely unknown
species. It was great thick worm
wriggling over the mauve sand,
repulsive and seemingly helpless.When
approached by men, the worms turned
into rings, and their color changed and
darkened.The worms killed the two men
in the story who ran toward them. But
how did they kill? Yefremov described
some ancient Mongol legends; the
natives were quite terrified by the
creature, and the worms were never
examined by explorers.The creature kills
at a distance and inflicts instantaneous
death; it might do so by an exceptionally
powerful electrical discharge, or some
poison it emits. In 1972 Professor
Yefremov wrote that there had been no
confirmation that the worms actually
exist today, that it was a creature that
had become extinct but kept alive in
folk tales; but some explorers today
would argue his conclusion.

Paul Stonehill is the author of the
Soviet UFO Files (1998), Paranormal
Mysteries of Eurasia (2011), and coauthor of UFOs na Russia (2009),
Russian Roswell Incident (2012) and
other books with Philip Mantle.
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MYSTERIOUS
PLANET FOUND
FL
OA
TING FREE IN
FLOA
OATING
SP
ACE - WITHOUT A
SPACE
ST
AR
STAR
http://au.news.yahoo.com/technology/
news/article/-/15387619/mysteriousplanet-found/

A planet has been found wandering
through space on its own - without
a parent star. The strange discovery
is 100 light-years from Earth, and
was spotted using ESO's Very Large
Telescope and the Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope. Scientists believe
these 'free floating' worlds could be
common -- perhaps as numerous
as the billions of 'normal' stars.
Free-floating
objects
like
CFBDSIR2149 are thought to form
either as normal planets that have
been booted out of their home
systems, or as lone objects like the
smallest stars or brown dwarfs.
"These objects are important, as
they can either help us understand
more about how planets may be
ejected from planetary systems, or
how very light objects can arise
from the star formation process,"
says Philippe Delorme. "If this little
object is a planet that has been
ejected from its native system, it
conjures up the striking image of
orphaned worlds, drifting in the
emptiness of space."
APOCALYPSE
SURVIV
AL HOPE
SURVIVAL
KILLED BY THE
FRENCH
http://au.news.yahoo.com/queensland/a/-/
world/15422601/apocolypse-survivalhopes-killed-by-the-french/

France has dashed the hopes of
those who had planned to take
refuge in one of the few places on
Earth some believe will be spared
when the world ends on December
21. Local officials banned access to
the Pic de Bugarach, a mountain in
the southwest where rumour has it
the hilltop will open on the last day
and aliens will emerge with
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spaceships to save nearby humans.
Eric Freysselinard, the state's top
representative in the area, said he
was blocking access to the
mountain for public safety reasons
to avoid a rush of New Age fanatics,
sightseers and media crews.
Freysselinard said the 100 police
and firefighters he plans to deploy
will also control approaches to the
tiny village of the same name at the
foot of the mountain, and if too
many people turn up, they will block
access there too.
"We are expecting a few visionaries,
a few people who believe in this end
of the world, but in extremely limited
numbers," he said in the nearby city
of Carcassonne. "We are expecting
greater numbers of people who are
just curious, but in numbers we
cannot determine. Above all, we are
expecting lots of journalists," he said.

The exciting results are coming
from an instrument in the rover
called SAM. "We're getting data from
SAM as we sit here and speak, and
the data looks really interesting,"
John Grotzinger, the principal
investigator for the rover mission,
says during my visit last week to his
office at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif. That's
where data from SAM first arrive on
Earth. "The science team is busily
chewing away on it as it comes
down," says Grotzinger.
SAM is a kind of miniature chemistry
lab. Put a sample of Martian soil or
rock or even air inside SAM, and it
will tell you what the sample is made
of. Grotzinger says they recently put
a soil sample in SAM, and the
analysis
shows
something
earthshaking. "This data is gonna be
one for the history books. It's looking
really good," he says.
So why doesn't Grotzinger want to
share his exciting news? The main
reason is caution.
Grotzinger says it will take several
weeks before he and his team are

BIG NEWS FROM
MARS? ROVER
SCIENTISTS MUM
FOR NOW
http://www.npr.org/2012/11/20/
165513016/big-news-from-mars-roverscientists-mum-for-now

Scientists working on NASA's sixwheeled rover on Mars have a
problem. But it's a good problem.
They have some exciting new
results from one of the rover's
instruments. On the one hand,
they'd like to tell everybody what
they found, but on the other, they
have to wait because they want to
make sure their results are not just
some fluke or error in their
instrument.
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ready to talk about their latest
finding. In the meantime he'll fend
off requests from pesky reporters,
and probably from NASA brass as
well. Like any big institution, NASA
would love to trumpet a major
finding, especially at a time when
budget decisions are being made.
Nothing succeeds like success, as
the saying goes.
Richard Zare, a chemist at Stanford
University,
appreciates
the
uncomfortable position John
Grotzinger is in. He's been there. In
1996, he was part of a team that
reported
finding
organic
compounds in a meteorite from
Mars that landed in Antarctica.
When the news came out, it caused
a huge sensation because finding
organic compounds in a Martian
rock suggested the possibility at
least that there was once life on
Mars. "You're bursting with a feeling
that you want to share this
information, and it's frustrating
when you feel you can't talk about
it, "says Zare.

now one scientist thinks he's got our
planet's crooked spin solved.
When astronomers discovered a
"hot Jupiter," a gas giant planet
orbiting very close to its star, in 1995,
they were baffled. Gas giants don't
normally behave that way (or so they
thought), so to explain this hot
Jupiter's proximity to its star the
theory of "disk migration" was
developed. The theory goes that
planets form farther away from their
stars but then migrate inward until
they reach the protoplanetary disk
of gases surrounding the star. Once
inside the disk, the planet begins to
match the star's orbit.

WHY DOES
EARTH'S ORBIT
TILT?

But that theory was called into
question four years ago when
astronomers began discovering
more hot Jupiters that were just as
close to their stars but orbiting in
very different ways. These planets
orbited at odd angles, and some
even orbited backward relative to
their stars. Clearly the disk migration
theory wasn't making sense
anymore.
If a planet is born in a system with
two stars, the second star can cause
it to spiral in and tilt. The second star
might eventually migrate away, but
the orbit of the planet stays the
same. According to Konstantin
Batygin of the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics, that's what
happened to Earth.
"I think somewhere in the Milky Way,
there's a star that's responsible for
tilting us," he said.
Batygin's theory seems sound, but
it still has to be tested, and Batygin
hopes to confirm it with
measurements of a system that still
has multiple stars: Alpha Centauri.
By measuring the alignments of
each of Alpha Centauri's three stars,
Batygin hopes to confirm that
neighboring stars can tilt each
other's protoplanetary disks, which

http://blastr.com/2012/11/why-doesearths-orbit-til.php

It's an enduring puzzle that's had
astronomers and astrophysicists
scratching their heads for years:
Why does the Earth tilt? Our planet
orbits with a slight (7-degree) angle
relative to the sun, and we've never
been able to figure out why, but
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would in turn
affect the orbits of
any planets in the
area. There's a
good chance that
astronomers will
find misalignment in the Alpha
Centauri system," he said.
WHAT IS CHINA
BUILDING?
http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2012/11/
what-the-hell-is-china-building-here/

Not
happy
with
building
mysterious gigantic structures in
the desert, the Chinese are now
building inter-dimensional portals
in the middle of their cities. I mean,
come on, what is this 157m high
metal structure in the city of Fushun,
in northeast China's Liaoning
province?

It's made of an astounding 3000
tons of steel and it will glow at night
- decorated with 12,000 LED lights.
According to Fushun Municipal
Government's officials, this titanic
structure does absolutely nothing
except serve as an elevated
sighting position. They claim it is
pretty "landscape architecture" - like
the Eiffel Tower. It uses four elevators
to take people to the top.
BIZARRE MUPPET
MUPPETLIK
E BEAST
LIKE
DISCOVERED
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/
bizarre-muppet-like-beast-discovered/
story-e6freuy9-1226519548572

Namibian media report a strange
muppet-like beast has been shot
dead after a group stumbled across
several of the creatures in dense
jungle.
Locals came across the bizarre
being while they were escorting a
shooting party in Namibia, local
media reported.
Witnesses state that the creature
was spotted apparently foraging
for food. One of the shooting party
wounded it with his rifle and it
escaped into the thick brush. The
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locals tracked it
to a nearby lair or
nest where they
found three more
creatures
of
similar size. The
wounded creature attacked one of
the shooting party and it was shot
dead, the others escaped into the
brush

The body of the creature was taken
back to the local camp, police later
removed its corpse and a full
forensics investigation is under
way.
US 'PLANNED TO
BL
OW UP MO
ON'
BLOW
MOON'
http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a/-/
world/15481803/us-planned-to-blow-upmoon/

A report in London's Daily Mail says
that at the height of the 1950s space
race, the US considered detonating
an atom bomb on the moon as a
display of America's Cold War
muscle. The secret project, A Study
of Lunar Research Flights, and
nicknamed Project A119, was never
carried out. The Daily Mail article
says the mission's planning
included
calculations
by
astronomer Carl Sagan, then a
young graduate student, of the
behaviour of dust and gas
generated by the blast.
In 2000 physicist Leonard Reiffel
said that viewing the nuclear flash
from earth might have intimidated
the Soviet Union and boosted US
confidence after the launch of
Sputnik. Reiffel, now 85, directed the
inquiry at the former Armour
Research Foundation, now part of
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the Illinois Institute of Technology. He
later served as a deputy director at
NASA.
According to the Daily Mail, the
author of one of Sagan's biographies
suggested that he may have
committed a security breach in 1959
after revealing the classified project
in
an
academic
fellowship
application. Reiffel concurred. Under
the scenario, a missile carrying a
small nuclear device was to be
launched from an undisclosed
location and travel 238,000 miles to
the moon, where it would be
detonated upon impact. The
planners decided it would have to be
an atom bomb because a hydrogen
bomb would have been too heavy for
the missile.
Military
officials
apparently
abandoned the idea because of the
danger to people on Earth in case the
mission failed. The scientists also
registered
concerns
about
contaminating the moon with
radioactive material, Reiffel said. The
US Air Force refuses to comment on
the claims.
UFO INFRARED
SIGHTING:
MELBOURNE MAN
FILMS STRANGE
OBJECTS
http://au.ibtimes.com/articles/406174/
20121119/ufo-sighting-australiamelbourne-video.htm#.ULLdFF22ASV

A man from Melbourne has recently
uploaded a video clip of his UFO
sighting using an infrared camera.
The film reveals an eerie show of
lights not visible to the naked eye.
The clip states in its introduction that
the sighting was captured in
Melbourne, Australia on November
11 (Sunday) around noon time.
Asked for the particular location, the
video uploader reveals he took the
video at Moonee Ponds.
The clip is titled, "UFO - '''SKY
ARMADA'' Fleet - Daylight IR Australia. 11.11" It says in the intro: "5
groups of 'objects' same direction
approx 10 minutes apart."
In describing his video clip, Lou says:
"One of the most amazing sights I
have ever recorded. Objects not
visible to naked eye. "'Invasion' may
be the wrong title, but that's what I
felt. I hope they are benevolent."
What the video shows is a strange
formation of hovering lights, among

others. The lights come in groups,
without a particular motion
pattern. At least one frame features
countless lights moving rather
slowly relative to the others.
It is understood this is not the first
time Lou has fixed an infrared video
camera in the skies.
"When I first started, I use to get a
few captures per week, then every
day, now multiple captures in one
day. Whatever 'they' are, there are
lots of them - all over the world,"
he writes.
DID KENTUCK
Y
KENTUCKY
TOWN FIGHT OFF
ALIENS IN 1955?
http://www.lex18.com/news/mysterymonday-did-kentucky-town-fight-offaliens-in-1955-/

A mysterious event back in 1955
inspired some of Hollywood's
most famous movies, including E.T.
and Poltergeist. The event? A
Kentucky family claimed to have
been visited by aliens from outer
space. They said that for four hours,
they fought off the aliens by
shooting at them.
Back in 1955, everyone thought the
Sutton family was crazy. The family
claimed to have been visited by a
flying saucer and creatures they
described as small goblins. And
the Sutton story has never
wavered -- even 55 years later.
Geraldine Sutton Stith wasn't yet
born when her father had the
unexplained encounter. "They
were keeping it hid from us if you
want to know the truth about the
whole thing," she said. It
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happened, her father Elmer Lucky
Sutton one day explained to her, on
the night of August 21, 1955. "The
family actually battled with
something for that long a period of
time," said Stith. They battled for
several hours. They ran to
Hopkinsville to get help. Then they
battled again until 5:15 in the
morning. It was like a horror movie.
These little suckers were like being
shot and being hit and coming
back," she said.

Word spread like wildfire all over
the area that a spaceship from Mars
loaded with aliens had landed in
the yard of the Sutton home on the
northeast side of Kelly. Local
historian William Turner was a
teenager at the time, and says the
story turned the town upside down.
"The media descending upon
Hopkinsville," said Turner. "The
involvement the military via Fort
Campbell. The participation by the
state police."
The story gripped the imagination
of the country, says Turner. But is it
true? Geraldine says of course it is.
"These were quiet people that
didn't want nobody messing in
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their business," she said. "And,
something happened. Something
visited them that night.'
Police said there was no evidence the
family had been drinking, and no
evidence ever proved their story
wrong either.
CHINESE MAN,
BUILDS 'NOAH'S
ARK' FOR 2012
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/
27/lu-zhenghai-boat-mayan-apocalypsenoah-ark_n_2198680.htmlChina

Worried about the impending 2012
"Mayan apocalypse," a man in China
has reportedly spent his life savings
on the construction of his very own
"Noah's Ark." According to China
News Service, Lu Zhenghai, from the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region in northwest China, has
already spent about $160,000 on the
boat. The vessel, designed by Lu
himself, measures about 65 feet in
length and will, when completed,
weigh about 80 tons, the report states.

Lu said he began building his socalled ark in 2010 out of fear that an
impending "doomsday" flood would
threaten his and his family's survival.
"I'm afraid that when the end of the
world comes in 2012, flood waters will
destroy my house," Lu told the
Chinese News Service, according to a
HuffPost translation. "So I took all my
savings and invested in the
construction of this boat," he
continued. "When the time comes,
everyone can take refuge in it."
Chinese news website FMN reports
that Lu's "ark" was built with 10 tons
of timber and 60 tons of steel. Due to
lack of funds, however, it has yet to be
completed.
SP
ACEX FOUNDER
SPACEX
UNVEILS PLAN TO
SEND 80
,000 PEOPLE
80,000
TO MARS
http://io9.com/5963349/spacex-founderunveils-plan-to-send-80000-people-to-mars

Elon Musk, the founder and CEO of the
private spaceflight company SpaceX,

has announced
an ambitious
plan to colonize
Mars
by
shuttling 80,000
pioneers to the
Red Planet at a cost of $500,000 a
trip. The first phase of the program,
which is contingent on the
development of reusable rocket
that can take off and land vertically,
would start off modestly with only
a handful of explorers leaving
Earth at a time. But in short order,
the self-sustaining population
could grow into something far
greater.
The announcement was made by
the billionaire Musk to an
audience
at
the
Royal
Aeronautical Society in London on
November 16. He was there to talk
about his business plans and to
receive the Society's gold medal
for helping to advance the
commercial space industry.
Accompanying the founders of
the new Mars colony would be
large amounts of equipment,
including machines to produce
fertilizer, methane and oxygen
from Mars' atmospheric nitrogen
and carbon dioxide and the
planet's subsurface water ice. The
Red Planet pioneers would also
take construction materials to
build transparent domes, which
when pressurized with Mars'
atmospheric CO2, could grow
Earth crops in Martian soil. As the
Mars colony became more self
sufficient, the big rocket would
start to transport more people and
fewer supplies and equipment.
Musk came up with the $500,000
price tag claiming that it would be
within the means of most people
in advanced countries - what
would be akin to purchasing a
new home. He estimates that the
entire program would cost about
$36 billion, an expense sheet that
would likely have to be offset by
government
and
private
enterprise:
"Some money has to be spent on
establishing a base on Mars. It's
about
getting
the
basic
fundamentals in place," Musk said.
"That was true of the English
colonies [in the Americas]; it took
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a
significant
expense to get
things started. But
once there are
regular
Mars
flights, you can
get the cost down to half a million
dollars for someone to move to
Mars. Then I think there are enough
people who would buy that to have
it be a reasonable business case."
To make it happen, SpaceX has
already started to work on their
next-generation reusable Falcon 9
rocket. The prototype, called
Grasshopper, is a Falcon 9 first stage
with landing legs. This rocket has
already made two short flights,
including one in which it reached a
height of six feet (two meters), and
another in which it leaped to a
height of 17.7 feet (5.4 meters).
Musk is hoping to have a functional
first stage version of the rocket
finalized around 2018, but
admitted that those could be
"famous last words."
'BIGFOOT' DNA
SEQUENCED
http://dnadiagnostics.com/press.html

TX. In response to recent interest in
the study, Dr. Ketchum can confirm
that her team has sequenced three
complete
Sasquatch
nuclear
genomes and determined the
species is a human hybrid.
"Our study has sequenced 20 whole
mitochondrial genomes and utilized
next generation sequencing to
obtain 3 whole nuclear genomes
from purported Sasquatch samples.
The genome sequencing shows that
Sasquatch mtDNA is identical to
modern Homo sapiens, but
Sasquatch nuDNA is a novel,
unknown hominin related to Homo
sapiens and other primate species.
Our data indicate that the North
American Sasquatch is a hybrid
species, the result of males of an
unknown hominin species crossing
with female Homo sapiens.
Hominins are members of the
taxonomic grouping Hominini,
which includes all members of the
genus Homo. Genetic testing has
already
ruled
out
Homo
neanderthalis and the Denisova
hominin as contributors to
Sasquatch mtDNA or nuDNA. "The

Dallas, Nov. 24--A team of scientists
can verify that their 5-year long DNA
study, currently under peer-review,
confirms the existence of a novel
hominin hybrid species, commonly
called "Bigfoot" or "Sasquatch,"
living
in
North
America.
Researchers' extensive DNA
sequencing suggests that the
legendary Sasquatch is a human
relative that arose approximately
15,000 years ago as a hybrid cross
of modern Homo sapiens with an
unknown primate species.
The study was conducted by a team
of experts in genetics, forensics,
imaging and pathology, led by Dr.
Melba S. Ketchum of Nacogdoches,

male progenitor that contributed
the unknown sequence to this
hybrid is unique as its DNA is more
distantly removed from humans
than other recently discovered
hominins like the Denisovan
individual," explains Ketchum.
"Sasquatch nuclear DNA is
incredibly novel and not at all what
we had expected. While it has
human nuclear DNA within its
genome, there are also distinctly
non-human, non-archaic hominin,
and non-ape sequences. We
describe it as a mosaic of human
and novel non-human sequence.
Further study is needed and is
ongoing to better characterize and
understand Sasquatch nuclear
DNA."
Ketchum is a veterinarian whose
professional experience includes
27 years of research in genetics,
including forensics. Early in her
career she also practiced
veterinary medicine, and she has
previously been published as a
participant in mapping the equine
genome. She began testing the
DNA of purported Sasquatch hair
samples 5 years ago.
Ketchum calls on public officials
and
law
enforcement
to
immediately recognize the
Sasquatch as an indigenous
people.
"Genetically, the Sasquatch are a
human
hybrid
with
unambiguously modern human
maternal ancestry. Government at
all levels must recognize them as
an indigenous people and
immediately protect their human
and Constitutional rights against
those who would see in their
physical and cultural differences a
'license' to hunt, trap, or kill them."
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ufO research queensland

inc

www. uforq. asn. au
email: info@uforq.asn.au
phone: 07 3376 1780

be
com
e a member
bec
ome
Membership with UFO Research Queensland Inc costs $35.00 annually for membership
[$45.00 AUD for International members]. Membership entitles you to benefits such as
discounts on meeting entry, Library membership, and sees six issues of UFO Encounter
delivered to your door. Cheques and money orders should be made payable to ‘UFO
Research Queensland Inc’ and mailed to UFO Research Queensland Inc, PO Box
15222, City East, Queensland, 4002. Overseas applications should be made by
International Money Order or bank drafts in Australian dollars.

publi
c meetings
public
Public Meetings are held on the last Friday of every month
[except December] at 7.30pm sharp.
Kenmore Library, Meeting Room 3
Kenmore Village Shopping Centre
9 Brookfield Road, Kenmore [see map below]
Please use elevator for meeting room entry.
Admission is $7.00 for members and
$10.00 for non-members.
PLEASE NOTE: Membership cards must
be produced for member-discounted entry.
For further enquiries call 07 3376 1780
or email info@uforq.asn.au

WE ARE HERE

X

ShoppingCentreEntrance
Brookfield Road
Moggil Road

ufOr
q library
ufOrq
The Library now has over 500 books, videos and DVDs on its shelves, with new
additions being made all the time - which makes it the largest UFO library in the
Southern Hemisphere! Members are able to borrow books, periodicals, dvds, videos,
audiotapes and other items on a monthly basis. Items are available to borrow and
return at Public Meetings.
LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP IS FREE TO UFORQ MEMBERS

ufO encounter
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-ufO research queensland inc

www.uforq.asn.au
email: info@uforq.asn.au

affiliates
uforq ipswich [qld]

Public Meetings are held at the Ipswich Trades Hall on the first Friday of the month, 7.30pm

gympie ufo and
paranormal research [qld]

contact: Roma Ravn; (0754) 864 458 or Carlo Riva, (0754) 852 116
Public Meetings are held on the first Wednesday of every month at the
Community Centreplace, 24 Lawrence St, Gympie, 7.30pm

sightings hOtlines

ufohsar - ufo hotline
Brisbane - Martin Gottschall (07) 3376 1780 and abduction research
Gympie - Roma Ravn (07) 5486 4458 gympie [qld]

Gold Coast - Peter Matic 0418 750 180
Toowoomba - Andrew & Lisa Pearson-Webb (07) 4638 1997
Stanthorpe - Carol Watson 0403 918 336
Tully - Claire Noble (07) 4068 1538
Cairns - Alec Brimacombe 0431 543 025
or email - info@uforq.asn.au

contact: Carlo Riva; (0754) 852 116

gold coast [qld]
contact: Peter Matic , 0418 750 180
email: pcmatic@bigpond.net.au

stanthorpe [qld]

contact: Carol Watson; Stanthorpe Skies, 0403 918 336
email: carolynannwatson@gmail.com

toowoomba [qld]

contact: Andrew & Lisa Pearson-Webb, 07 4696 9035 / 0419332752,
email: andrewgwebb@bigpond.com

cairns [qld]

contact: Alec Brimacombe, 0431 543 025,
email: alecbacp@gmail.com

consciousness development
and research group [qld]
contact: Kay McCullock ND, CDRG and CSETI Working Group; 0429 641 222
email: cdrg.contact@gmail.com

blue mountains
ufo research group [nsw]
contact: Rex Gilroy; (02) 4782 3441; email: randhgilroy@optusnet.com.au
website: http://www.mysteriousaustralia.com/rexufo/australian-ufos-mainpage.html

cosmic connections [sa]

contact: Kevin Robb; 0406362340; email: Kevin@australiancosmicconnection.com.au
website: http://australiancosmicconnection.com.au/
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